
Is service a 
sustainable 
competitive 
advantage?



Competitive advantage

RIA’s and fee-based advisors say that customer experience 
is important to their value proposition because it improves 

client retention. 

Source: Advisor Authority, The Future of Advice



Who are 
you 

competing 
against?



WORDS



IMMEDIATE

How responsive are 
you to client needs? 



Remember when….



And now….



Set 
expectation

Execute

Monitor

The ideal world…



Set 
expectation

Execute

Respond

The Real World…

#!@*%&$!
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Text 

Call 

Just communicate-
No need for an 

immediate solution.

“I’m on it…”

Your response time 
MUST meet client 

expectations! 



Immediate action steps:
Use auto response to let clients know you have 
received their inquiry.

Use quick reply, pre-written emails that answer 
FAQ’s with general problem solving advice.

Setting clear response time expectations!

Fun fact! According to Econsultancy, 24% of people prefer to 
communicate via live chat. 79% of these consumers want their 
questions answered immediately.



CUSTOM

Do your clients feel like their 
experience is personalized?

How do you know?





Where have we seen 
custom increase?



Where have we seen 
custom increase?



The evolution of the advisory practice

Source: Vanguard, The evolution of Vanguard Advisor’s Alpha: From portfolios to people. Jan 2018



INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION

PHONE 
CALL

IN
PERSON

2 WAY

EMAIL

TEXT

EXCHANGE



Custom action steps:

Be personal, proactive and structured in your 
approach to client communication. 

Know as much as you can about top clients –
use social media.

Ask clients for feedback at least annually.



How are you 
measuring 
immediate 

and custom?



(almost) PERFECT

What systems do you have in place to 
ensure a superior client experience?





Custom 
makes 
perfect 
difficult.



Process makes 
Perfect!

87,000 possible 
combinations

Deliver a perfect 
standard



Remember their order.

Know their name and 
who they are.

Create new ideas based on 
customer feedback.



Perfect action steps:

Systems run the business-people run the 
systems. Customize your process workflows!!!

Be perfectly accurate in the language you use 
to respond. 

Fix mistakes quickly and apologize!



Want resources?
practiceintelligence@raymondjames.com
Subject: 3 words




